Robert Fayrfax (1465 - 1521)

Melodical Music-Puzzle

Put this four notes of the tetrachord b - c - d - e in ever-same note values and without rests into the third stave, so the melody sounds in basis, sequence (= retrograde inversion), inversion and retrograde!
John Lloyd (1475 - 1523)

Rhythmical Music-Puzzle

Insert this four notes of the tetrachord a - g - f - e without rests nine times into the third stave, so the melody has equal note values within one tetrachord, but each tetrachord with diminished note values!
John Dunstable (ca.1380 - 1453)

Melodical and Rhythmical
Music-Puzzle

Insert this five notes d - g - f - e - d without rests four times with right note values into the second stave, so the melody sounds in basis and sequence!

Treble Recorder

Tenor Recorder

Tenor Recorder
This PDF-sheet, which is free to download, is not completely - the solving of the puzzle is missing. If you buy the sheet music, you will get the complete sheet music version.